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Abstract 

The decrease of ionic conductivity of polymeric separators in high-power Li-ion cells, which were 

cycled or stored at elevated temperatures, was accompanied by dramatic changes in separator surface 

morphology. The source and nature of polymer separator degradation in high-power Li-ion batteries 

have been studied. We attributed the observed porosity loss to a deposit, which precipitated onto the 

separator surface from the electrolyte and clogged separator pores. This deposit resulted from a 

homogenous decomposition process of the LiPF6-EC-EMC electrolyte, which was significantly 

accelerated at elevated temperatures. The electrolyte decomposition products consisted of lithium 

halophosphates and displayed very strong fluorescence. They contributed to the SEI layers on both 

cathode and anode where they underwent further oxidation or reduction reactions, respectively. 
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Introduction 

The battery separator plays an important role by regulating cell kinetics, allowing ionic flow, 

preventing electronic contact between the two electrodes, and sometimes by acting as a safety device. 

Because the separator is pressed between the two electrodes and filled with electrolyte, it is in contact 

with all of the active cell components. By regulating electrolyte distribution, it limits ionic diffusion 

and recombination rates, and thereby significantly impacts cell capacity, cell power, and available 

energy.  Consequently, much work has been carried out to determine optimal separator characteristics, 

such as porosity and tortuosity [1-3].  Separator degradation has been often observed in certain types of 

batteries, and shown to be responsible for battery failure or power loss. Examples of work in this field 

refer to separator studies in valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) [4-9], bipolar lead acid [10], 

nickel/metal hydride [11-13], iron-chromium [14-15], nickel-cadmium [16], and silver-zinc [17] cells.  

The primary causes of separator degradation are usually attack by electrolyte, dendrite growth through 

separator pores, structural degradation caused by high temperature or cycling, and the clogging of 

separator passageways during cycling.  

In one instance, low separator electrolyte saturation in consumer VRLA electric vehicle batteries 

led to escalating oxygen recombination rates that prevented the anode from reaching full charge, 

causing temperature increase and electrolyte dry-out.  This resulted in battery failure after less than 

four months of use [18]. Resin-bonded paper separators used in lead-acid automotive batteries tend to 

lose crystallinity when cycled, and salt crystals to accumulate in their pores.  The salt deposits reduced 

the size of the separator pores and eventually bridged pores together, leading to cell shorts. [19] 

The reliability of the separator is thus critical for the proper and continued functioning of the 

cell. There is little reported work on the polyolefin separators used in lithium-ion cells, and their 

reliability during long-term testing has not been investigated in detail via detailed diagnostic 
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characterization.  Our earlier results showed that changes in the separator occur in high-power lithium-

ion cells stored at elevated temperatures, and that these changes increase the separator ionic impedance 

and contribute to the cell power loss [20].  We ascribed that effect to swelling of separator fibers that 

partially block the pores through which ions traverse, thereby reducing the separator ionic 

conductivity. Here we report the new results on the origin of this phenomenon and its possible 

implications on cell performance. 

 

Experimental 

The high-power Li-ion cells, which consist of a LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cathode, a synthetic 

graphite anode, 1.2 M LiPF6 + ethylene carbonate + ethyl-methyl carbonate (EC/EMC) electrolyte, and 

a Celgard 2300 tri-layer separator, were manufactured, aged, cycled, and/or abused and then 

characterized under the U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Technology Development (ATD) 

Program [21-22].  In this study we carried out a comparative study of separators removed from control 

cells that underwent only formation cycles at room temperature (control separator) with separators of 

cells that were aged at 55°C for up to 40 weeks, losing up to 36% of their initial power (aged 

separators).  

All separators were soaked in dimethyl carbonate (DMC) for 30 minutes after removal from Li-

ion cells inside an argon-filled glove box.  This eliminated all electrolyte salt from the separator (as 

verified with infrared spectroscopy) to prevent its reaction with air and moisture. Once in open air, all 

samples were also rinsed in EMC prior to all analysis in order to remove dust or other contaminants.  

Impedance spectra of separators soaked in the electrolyte were recorded inside an argon-filled 

glove box using a Solartron SI 1260 Impedance Phase Analyzer and a Solartron SI 1286 

Electrochemical Interface. The impedance cell and experimental routine were described in ref. [20]. 
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Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were recorded using a Jeol field emission 

microscope, model JSM 634OF. Separator samples were coated with gold-palladium before being 

transferred to the SEM vacuum chamber. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX) analysis was carried out 

using an EDAX attachment to an ISI DS130C dual-stage SEM. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

images were produced in contact mode inside a He-filled glove box, using a Picoscan Molecular 

Imaging scanning probe microscope coupled with a ThermoMicroscopes Inc. AFM electronic 

controller. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) of separator 

samples were recorded under nitrogen between room temperature and 200ºC at a scan rate of 

5ºC/min.using a SDT 2960 model by TA Instruments Inc. Fluorescence images of the separators were 

obtained in the 350-580 nm spectral range using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 microscope, Hamamatsu Orca 

II camera, model # C4742-98 with a 4x Pan-Fluor objective. Fluorescence spectra of the separators 

were recorded using  a Spex 1404 dual-grating spectrometer and a 325 nm UV laser at 2 mW/cm2. 

 

Results 

AFM images of separators taken from cells aged up to 28 weeks revealed a continuous change of 

the separator surface structure from a uniform configuration of perpendicular fibers delineating pores 

to a near-continuous plane of swollen fibers marred by crevices and deep imprints of electrode 

particles [20]. Figure 1 shows AFM images of a separator extracted from a fresh cell and a cell, which 

was held at 55oC for 40 weeks. The polypropylene fibers of the aged separator appear to be covered  

by tightly packed particles of size ~10-200 nm. We believe that the increased fiber thickness and their 

swollen appearance, which we observed in separators aged for shorter periods of time, is due to the 

deposition of a residue from the electrolyte. SEM images of the aged separator (Figure 2) confirm our 
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AFM data and display substantial changes in the separator morphology.  Interestingly, the lower 

magnification images reveal that the distribution of the deposit in the separator is highly non-uniform 

and exhibits a patchy pattern. There remain areas which show no or little change compared to the 

original morphology whereas some regions are completely covered by a thick deposit layer.  

The compounds covering the fibers significantly reduce both the size of the pores and the 

homogeneity of the separator, thereby increasing the mean path length of the ions, and consequently 

increasing the potential drop across the separator. To evaluate this effect and its possible consequences 

on the separator performance, the average ionic conductivity of the separators was determined by 

impedance spectroscopy. The impedance spectra of separator samples, which were soaked in the 

electrolyte and pressed between two Ni electrodes, are shown in Figure 3. The high-frequency end of 

the impedance spectrum, which corresponds to the separator ionic resistance, shifts continuously 

toward higher resistances with increasing cell storage time.  The loss of porosity and uniformity that 

was observed with TEM and ATM could be directly responsible for the impedance increase by 

reducing the amount of electrolyte trapped within the separator and/or decreasing the size of pores and 

channels. Both effects can lead to significant impediment of Li-ions transport. 

First insight into the nature of the deposit was obtained with TGA/DTA characterization (Fig. 4).  

A thermo-gravimetric curve of a fresh separator shows no visible changes as it is heated up to 120ºC. 

However, a separator sample taken from a cell aged for 40 weeks at 55oC undergoes a 1% mass loss at 

47ºC and then a continuous slower loss out to 120ºC.  This mass loss is accompanied by a slight 

baseline shift in the DTA, indicating an endothermic nature of the process associated with the observed 

changes on the TGA curve. The rapid decrease of mass at T<50oC is most likely due to evaporation of 

organic solvents, which may still have been trapped inside the pores. However, the steady decrease of 

sample mass observed at higher temperatures is related to the deposit decomposition process.  
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Further evidence of the nature and origin of the deposit was obtained from EDAX analysis of the 

aged separators. The EDAX spectrum (Figure 5) of a separator extracted from a cell that was held at 

55oC for 40 weeks shows a very strong signal, which arises from phosphorous compounds. The silicon 

peak at 1.72 keV originates from the sample holder that was used in this experiment. The phosphorous 

peak is not present in the spectrum of a separator that was removed from a fresh cell, which not only 

indicates that the salt (LiPF6) is not the source of P-signal in the EDAX spectrum, but also confirms 

that the salt was completely removed during rinsing in DMC. Thus, the phosphorous derives from the 

electrolyte decomposition products, which precipitate uniformly on the separator and the electrodes.  

All attempts to identify the composition of the deposit by Raman spectroscopy were hampered 

by very strong fluorescence from the aged separators. The Raman peaks that arise from polypropylene 

and polyethylene, which are easily identifiable on the spectra of a fresh separator (not shown here), 

were completely obscured by the fluorescence signal. The polyolefin peaks could not be detected even 

after soaking the separator samples in DMC for a full week. Soaking them in water for several days 

somewhat reduced the intensity of the fluorescence but not to the extent necessary to detect Raman 

signals arising from the separator and the deposit. Interestingly, local heating from the laser beam 

could remove the fluorescence signal and restore the original separator peaks, but as a consequence of 

the heating no signal from the deposit could be seen. The observed thermal instability of the deposit is 

consistent with our TGA results.  

We used fluorescence microscopy to investigate these phenomena further and found that aged 

separators emit fluorescence across a broad range of excitation (350-580 nm) and emission (350-660 

nm) wavelengths. A typical fluorescence image of a separator removed from an aged Li-ion cell 

displays a non-uniform patchy pattern of spots which are fluorescent and areas which show no 

emission at all (Fig. 6). Interestingly, parts of the Li-ion cell separator that extended beyond the edges 
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of the electrodes in the cell show uniform and strong fluorescence that apparently originates from a 

film that is spread evenly atop or throughout the separator. Fluorescence imaging of the cathode and 

anode harvested from the aged cell reveal that their surface exhibit areas of fluorescence activity; 

however, the emission intensity was significantly smaller than for the separator.  

Fluorescence spectroscopy of separator samples, shown in Figure 7, uncovers a difference in 

intensity and composition between the deposits on the separator that had not been in contact with the 

electrodes in the cell and the separator that had been sandwiched between the electrodes.  The no-

electrode separator shows very strong fluorescence with three bands at 375, 388, and 402 nm and a 

featureless broad maximum centered at ca. 470 nm. Interestingly, parts of the separator that were in 

contact with electrodes show completely different spectral characteristic. The intensity of the 

fluorescence emission drops by half, which is probably due to the non-uniform fluorescence pattern 

observed by the microscope. The sharp bands at ~ 390 nm disappear, and the broad maximum shifts to 

550 and 600 nm for the cathode and anode sides of the separator, respectively. Interestingly, the 

fluorescence signal on the anode side was always slightly stronger than on the cathode side.  

 

Discussion 

Interaction between the electrolyte or electrolyte decomposition products and the electrodes is 

well established.  Electrolyte decomposition on the anode is a known phenomenon that is responsible 

for the SEI formation on the anode surface.  More recently, SEI layer formation on the LiMn2O4 

cathode has also been reported [23]. Kanamura et al. implicate LiCoO2 cathodes as having catalytic 

effects on propylene carbonate (PC) electrolyte.  PC is oxidized on the LiCoO2 surface through 

chemical reactions with oxidation products of anions and/or electrolyte impurities, and the reaction 

products are adsorbed on the cathode surface. [24] A similar phenomenon was observed with LiNiO2 
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cathodes in LiPF6-EC-EMC. [25] Additionally, Jang [26] and Baba [27] found that decomposition 

products of LiPF6 interact with LiMn2O4 and LiCoO2 cathodes, respectively, and cause the dissolution 

of cathode active material in LiMn2O4 spinel. Zaban and Aurbach reported that a primary product of 

electrode/LiPF6-containing electrolyte interaction is a LixPOyFz compound [28]. Ostrovskii et al. 

confirmed the presence of phosphorous compounds in the cathode SEI layer [29]. Balasubramanian et 

al. reported the presence of LiF at the surface of  cycled LiNi0.85Co0.15O2 cathodes, and reported that 

the LiF arose from the decomposition of LiPF6 salt [30]. Sloop at al. reported on such a decomposition 

at elevated temperatures [31,32]. They postulated that LIPF6 acts as a Lewis acid with EC-containing 

solvents to generate transesterification products, PEO polymers, and CO2. Ravdel at al. investigated 

thermal decomposition of LIPF6 in organic carbonates, and they detected ROPF4, (RO)2PF3, (RO)3PF3, 

OPF3, OPF2(OR), and OPF(OR)2 among the electrolyte decomposition products [33]. However, none 

of the proposed decomposition products of LIPF6 in organic carbonates is expected to generate a 

fluorescence signal. 

We postulate that the deposit observed on the cell separator originates from the  LiPF6, EC:EMC 

electrolyte thermal decomposition.  The phosphorous-containing products precipitate on the separator 

and the electrodes during storage at elevated temperatures. Our studies of these products at various 

locations on the separator and electrodes indicate that they result from a two-stage electrolyte 

decomposition process: homogenous decomposition followed by heterogeneous redox reactions at 

specific areas, that are in contact with the electrodes.  

Homogenous electrolyte decomposition proceeds everywhere in the cell, and its inorganic 

products are characterized by a broad and intense fluorescence. The shape of the fluorescence spectra, 

their peak positions as a function of wavelength, and the strength of the transition involved in 

fluorescence are spectroscopic characteristics that are sensitive to molecular conformation and 
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symmetry. Because fluorescence in organic compounds arises from delocalized electrons in conjugated 

double bonds [34], in the fluorescence we observe most likely originates from an inorganic crystalline 

solid. Inorganic fluorescence is usually associated with metal ions embedded in a relatively inert 

matrix such as a metallic oxide, phosphate, silicate, etc. The featureless character of the fluorescence 

spectra of the separator suggest that the deposits we observe consists of halophosphates, likely an 

LiPOx:LiF compound, with lithium fluoride as an activator. Halophosphates fluoresce when co-

crystallized with such an impurity, giving rise to a broad emission spectrum (400-700 nm) akin to what 

was observed from the separator [35].  

This electrode-specific redox reactions account for the fluorescence asymmetry observed on the  

Li-ion cell separators and their phosphorous-containing products, which were detected on the anode 

and cathode by EDAX and Raman microscopy. It is known that oxidation or reduction of fluorescent 

materials often results in quenching of the fluorescence [36]. This phenomenon likely accounts for the 

conversion of the halophophates into non-fluorescent pyrophosphate- and methaphospate-type 

compounds on the cathode and anode  side of the separator, respectively. Thus, the origin of the 

phosphorous compounds in the SEI layers in both the cathode and the anode is most likely a result of 

the LiPF6 EC:EMC electrolyte homogeneous decomposition and the subsequent electrochemical 

reactions of the precipitate at the electrodes rather than direct redox decomposition of LiPF6 on either 

electrode.  

The electrolyte decomposition products form a thick film on the separator, which partially clogs 

the pores and thereby impedes lithium-ion transfer. It is responsible for the increase of the cell 

impedance and accounts for about 10% of the total cell impedance increase [20]. More importantly, the 

electrolyte decomposition products contribute to the electrode SEI layers and tend to accumulate with 

time, contributing to the impedance rise on both electrodes. 
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Conclusions 

The central position of the separator within the cell makes it a useful tool with which to study 

cell degradation processes.  Processes that occur  in the electrolyte or at either electrode/electrolyte 

interface may be imprinted or otherwise reflected in the characteristics of the separator surfaces.  We 

have confirmed our earlier observations of the separator morphology changes upon storage in a cell 

containing LiPF6, EC:EMC electrolyte at elevated temperatures. These changes are caused by non-

uniform distribution of deposits that partially cover the separator surface and clog the pores increasing 

its local ionic impedance. These deposits originate from the electrolyte homogenous decomposition 

process and consist of halophosphates LiPOx:LiF, which are responsible for the observed strong 

fluorescence emission. They further undergo a series of subsequent reduction and oxidation processes 

at the anode and cathode surfaces, leading to formation of metaphosphates and pyrophosphates, 

respectively. Their contribution to the SEI layers on both electrodes is likely to affect the impedance of 

the Li-ion intercalation/deintercalation processes and thereby influence the electrochemical 

performance of the cell.  
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Figure 1.  AFM images of separators extracted from (a) fresh cell, (b) cell stored at 55°C for 40 weeks. 
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Figure 2. SEM images of separators extracted from (a) fresh cell, (b) cell stored at 55°C for 40 weeks. 
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Figure 3. Impedance spectra of separators removed from (a) fresh cell, and cells stored at 55°C for (b) 8 weeks, (c) 24 
weeks, and (d) 40 weeks.  
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Figure 4. TGA curves of fresh Celgard 2300 (solid line) and separator removed from the cell stored at 55°C for 40 weeks 
(dashed line). 
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Figure 5. EDAX spectra of an aged separator.  The silicon peak at 1.72 KeV originated from the sample holder. 
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Figure 6. 2.5x2.5 mm fluorescence image obtained in the 350-580 nm spectral range of a separator aged in a cell for 40 
weeks at 55ºC. Bright areas correspond to intense fluorescence emission, dark patches are non-fluorescent. 
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Figure 7. Fluorescence spectra of three parts of the separator: two sections that were in contact with the anode or cathode 
inside the cell and a section that was not in contact with the electrodes. Excitation light source: 325 nm UV 
laser at 2 mW/cm2. 
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